Race report Rallye Breslau 2021, Team 317
Wednesday, 30.06.2021
Sleep a while. Then the last stage in Drawsko, about 80km, followed by moving the camp to Gwda Wielka.
This is todays plan.
We start at noon. In the morning we check the car thoroughly. Engine looks healthy, no increased oil or water
consumption. Good enough.

Figure 1: Yesterday is still imprinted on our faces. Again we are ready to race.
It is time. Every minute a car starts on the track. Full throttle, gain speed on the tank track - just a few minutes,
then two or three cars queue at a small water crossing. Team Maszka is in the way. Would not expect them to
get stuck here. The two cars behind are waiting patiently.
Martin: "Don't hesitate, pass Maszka on the left, the gap should just be wide enough for us. Quick, we have to
catch up."
Between the trees and the stuck car is a gap wide enough for our narrow Suzuki. Through there and move on, a
kilometer track and on to the next water crossing.
Known only vague, but we were stuck there once. To the left or on the right side? I decide to go on the right
side. Works... until the left wheels enter a ditch. The incline is heavy. Further driving has a big risk of falling
over, into the water. Stop. Out with the winch rope, the next best tree onwards on the right bank is good enough
to tow and even levels out the car a bit.
Five meters of winching are enough, we are on even ground again and the wheels have good grip again.
While we are working with the winch, three other cars pass us with ease on the left hand of the water hole.
Would have been the better choice.
Whatever. Out of the water, follow them!
A few kilometres across the shooting range, criss cross on sand tracks. Still the engine should be treated with
care, so I do not exceed 5000 rpm, a less aggressive driving style is the result.

Figure 2: A Suzuki Samurai driving on the military training grounds near Drawsko Pomorskie
We arrive at the "Ladoga" mud hole. This time backwards. The exit is less worn out, so it should be easier.
Martin pulls the winch rope to the other side, pressure on the hydraulics and through the swamp. Boris and
Daniel on 324 are passed, as we are simply faster at packing back in our rope after the swamp. 338 with
Drancourt/Walocha leaves before we can. Speed up and go on. Tight exit through the woods, a small ditch is
crossed without problems, back on sand tracks again.
Rain sets in. Heavy rain. The dust settles. The wipers are constantly running.
Nice. No more dust in the air. Easier to breathe, and good sight. We can approach other cars way better and
overtake them, especially the slow CC cars.
The front windscreen steams up. Heater on. The heater fans are worn out by the last rallye years, full air stream
is no longer provided... a band of 10cm across the lower part of the screen is transparent and no more. Martin
has to clean the screen with his hands and some wiping paper. The bad sight lowers our speed... at least there is
no dust.
The wiper on the drivers side does not move anymore, while we are under heavy rain. Stop. The nut has
become loose, a quick fix with the leatherman. Three other cars pass while we stop.
Move on. Clean the windscreen every now and then. Puddles appear on the track. The right speed is important.
Too fast and brown dirty water splashes on the roof, passes a leak and then runs down along the inner side of
the windscreen.
Near the end of the stage we arrive at the big treeless water crossing. Was already part of the track on the first
day. A lot of trucks are alread there, forming a queue. Too bad. Martin jumps out of the car, runs to the water
and has a look. Over the radio he calls me. A possible audacious track is free, from the right to the anchor point.
Drive close, rope out, anchored, hydraulics engaged and the water is behind us. Now the winch rope of a truck
blocks the way. The driver is nice to us, lowers his rope and lets our car pass.
Go on. A few more kilometres. The rain gets even heavier. The track is now the same as the trucks, they dug up
the sand. Together with the rain it sucks up engine power, feels like four flat tires. Still we overtake Mutti
Marinos Unimog, but not for long. Uphill, full throttle and the car barely moving. Is the engine worn out? Or is
it just the sand? Marino passes us again, a big puddle next to us, full flush on driver and windscreen.

Wet and dirty.
Whatever. Keep moving. Gilles comes closer, overtakes without haste, as he has way more engine power, then
we come to todays finish.
20km back to the camp. Suzuki onto the trailer, better for its engine. Andre, Gerhard and Mäx stayed behind in
the first camp. Info and Max went already to the second camp, the rover team also went on its own wheels.
Still heavy rain. I like that. The rain gutter of our service truck works fine as a quick shower, back into dry
clothes and we are off.

Figure 3: Exit Camp 1. Heavy rains. The rest of the team went off earlier.
Only one exit if the camp is suitable for road vehicles. There is a huge traffic jam. The ascend to a railway
crossing is muddy and stops many mobile homes. The race organisation commanded a recovery truck to the
place, towing one by one over the railway.
Still, it needs time. Accompanied by some problems, like missing tow hooks on mobile homes, fainthearted
drivers and general cluelessness. Im summary we need three hours from the exit of the camp to the tarmac road,
just a few kilometres away.
The mercedes truck, only towing an empty trailer has no problems with the hill climb, I engage four wheel
drive and lockers on the patrol just to be on the safe side. But still the patrol does some digging in the already
dug up ground with the loaded trailer, but finally crosses. The Talento of Andre is stuck, Achims Kat comes to
the rescue.
One and a half hour transfer on rainy country roads.
Arrival at camp 2, Gwda Wielka at around 19:00. Late.
Max and Ingo already built the first tent and made the service works on the rover, together with Edi and Anja.
Okay. Lets build the rest of the camp. Nine people working together get it set up pretty fast. Service works on
the Suzuki. Only maintenance, no damages. But there are a lot of points on the check list.
We finished in 6th position today. Going easy on the engine and the restriced view due to the half working
heater slowed us down, arriving at the water crossing when the trucks where already there needed some extra
time... (we had a different track than the trucks)

Figure 4: Departure from Camp 1. Only a few kilometres to the next hard surface road, but with a heavy traffic
jam

Figure 5: Service works on both cars in the evening

Thursday, 01.07.2021
Two stages are again on the schedule. The first one through forests and woods, the second one takes place on
the small military training ground of czarne.
Exit the camp. 50km connection to the start. Cloudy sky, no rain.
Start into the forest. Only a few kilometres into the stage, we branch of the main track towards an extreme
section. Through dense woods, the path is difficult to see, the junctions need some phantasy, tight and not very
clear navigation. Traffic jam, we just have started into the stage, all cars still close together. Steep hills up and
down, the front locker is often used and probably needed. Many position changes. We arrive at a steep, long hill
climb, which alread part of the track in the years before. We always needed the winch in the last few meters.
But first, there is some traffice jam beforehand. Hardo Mere appears in the rear mirror. He does not wait, but
passes on the right through the underwood. You do not know what awaits you under the leaves, I would not do
that. Drancourt with 338 is in front of us, locked along a fallen tree where he can not get off, many cars here
and there, wild driving.
Matthias: "Get out before, i think we have to use the winch. We could be faster this way."
First gear, all lockers and full throttle. No mercy on the engine, we need all the rpms we have.
The first step is steep but behind us, the second one is the real challenge. Get up as far as we can get. To climb
the whole hill was not planned, but there we are. Martin runs uphill on foot while I get the CP stamp. At least
80kg of codriver not needed to be carried uphill were helpful for sure.
Move on.
Soon we come back to the CC track, on and on on forest tracks. Much tighter than the tracks of Drawsko, but a
lot of fun to drive, especially in a car intially designed for foresters.

Figure 7:

Ambitious driving through polands forests.

Rain sets in again. We learned from yesterdays problems with the fogged windscreen and packed a hand wiper.
That helps, still not perfect. But we can keep the pace. We catch up to another extreme car and also a CC-Car is
soon behind us.
While driving I realize the clutch pedal is no longer coming up again. Retreated with the toe tips, it still works. I
pray that it will stay this way for the rest of todays first stage.
Sadly not. "Clutch is gone!" I yell over to Martin and bring the car to an halt, on a junction, aside the race track.
Heavy rain. Sadly only one rain coat is in the car, Martin wears it. Mine is still in the camp.
Whats the problem with the clutch? The reservoir is nearly empty, some brown broth in there. The pedal moves
without any resistance.
Okay. Out with the transmission tunnel, bleed it again. A quarter liter of brake fluid is in the spare parts box.
Nothing happens. Open it more, slowly pumping, a little bit faster, okay, bubbles in the reservoir. Finally fluid
is coming out of the bleeder, close the valve. The clutch pedal is loose again. The reservoir empty, again. Where
does the fluid get lost?
Martin gets the pliers and opens the lower plug of the clutch housing. A flush of brake fluid comes out. No
further questions. The clutch actuator is broken.
Martin: "The next genuine renault part which left us. Again, we can not finish. That is sad, as we were quite fast
again."
Hias: "Today there is only some CC-Track left in the road book. We can do this, maybe all in the third gear!"
Martin: "This will take some time... but what else could we do?"
In the meantime, while we parked there for about 20 minutes, four or five cars passed us. Okay. Let us do this.
We gather our tools, get in the car, third gear, starter... won't work.
Martin gets out again and pushes the Suzuki while I engage the starter, the engine coughs and runs, Martin
jumps in and we crawl along the track, in third gear. Too much rpm is not good for the re-bent valves. So we
stay at a maximum speed of 30km/h, although the track would allow much more.
A competitor passes us. A long straight. Now then. Very gentle I engage the fourth gear.
Martin: "Do not break the synchronizers or, even worse, the shifter forks!"
Thats right. But still, we want to do some racing. Shifting as seldom as possible, very gentle and we keep
moving, even get up the speed again. The navigation is easy here, so no stops are required.
A hill climb. Woods, no clear view. Stop at the bottom, Engine off. Second gear engaged, starter, rush up the
hill.
At half height a hood lies on the left? What should that mean? Then a side-by-side is parked in the middle of
the track. Not at the top, but nearly there. The track is narrow, no path around. Stopping without clutch means
getting down again - backwards. Think fast. To the right, a small bump, covered by underwood - thats the path.
BAM. We come to a stand still. Behind the bump a ditch. Our bumper has hit the opposite wall. Bad.
Get out, check it out. The side-by-side crew already was out of their vehicle and they are wondering what we
are doing there. I shout at them, why would they park in the middle of the track!?
Left rear wheel is up in the air. Front right corner smashed into the ground. Already passed the side-by-side. To
the left a tree on top of the hill. Start the Motor, winch rope onto the tree, carefully pulling to the left and up the
hill.
In the meantime, the side-by-side's crew enters their vehicle again, starts their engine and goes backwards down
again? Confusing.
The engine off again, second gear, start it again and go on. Slowly I get the feeling for switching gears without
clutch.

We reach the finish of the first stage.
The liaison to the second stage passes the camp and there is also some service time calculated. Very good. But
first, get some fuel. The petrol station near the camp is quite crowded, two pumps are out of order, the broken
clutch does not help either. We lose a lot of time and block some others, well, we couldn't fo better. Go to the
camp, park under the tent, quick service. The Rover team quit the first stage, both engine mounts broken.
Martin, Andre, Ingo and Gerhard gather around the car, open the transmission tunnel and get out propeller shaft
and clutch housing. I search the spare parts boxes for a new cylinder, some preparation needs to be done on it.
The old cylinder has molten down somehow. The bearing still rotating. Strange. New Cylinder mounted,
Gerhard fights with the sealing ring and needs some glue to keep it in place. Housing mounted again, all bolts
tightened, propshaft, brake line, bleed it, car is ready again, lets go.
We exceeded the connection time. Not that big problem.
Czarne. Small poligon. Already been there for racing, nice tracks, but not with our car. Many CC-Trucks
hammered little acceleration waves in the ground after every corner.
Go easy on the engine counts also here, and we still do not have our cooling system at full performance again.
We are on the edge of getting to hot, again.
Driving without clutch has worn out the synchronizer ring of the fith gear, shifting into fith needs more patience
- driving is no problem.

Figure 8: Massive dirt throw-out at the rear axle
About one hour for this stage.
Back into the camp, and a last big service check.
Max gets the compressor and has fun with the radiator, does some intense cleaning, a lot of mud coming out.
The engine itself looks fine. No oil usage. We grease, tighten bolts, clean and check, the full checklist is done a
last time.
We reached 9th place out of 23 starters today, although we lost some time with the broken clutch.

Friday, 02.07.2021
Last day. Two stages. The first one again in Czarne, a little bit shorter than yesterday, the second one on forest
tracks again, this time between Miastko and Drezno.

Figure 8: In the forest of Czarne.
Czarne. Start, the track is similar to yesterdays second stage, but in the opposite direction. At the beginning
some tight forest tracks. Suzuki terrain. We overtake two other cars quite soon after the start. Gray smoke
clouds are hanging between the woods.
Matthias: "Could there be a forest fire or something like that?"
Martin: "I would rather say these are exhaust fumes of a very rich tuned diesel engine. Probably an Unimog."
We are closing in. The smoker is before us. Number 324, Daniel and Boris. We are at their back. I hit the horn,
Daniel his gas pedal. He probably wants to show us how fast he can go. We keep up with them.
Past every corner their diesel exhales thick black smoke clouds and gets away. The bad sight does not allow us
to speed up the same way, we have catched up at the next corner, but still not fast enough to overtake.
In addition, the engine is getting too hot again. We can keep the speed, but nothing more.
The track comes near the centre of the training ground. The terrain is softer and stickier, more sand, we need to
slow down as the engine temperature rises more and more.
Thats annoying. For one kilometre, then we see the 324 parked to the right, steam coming out under the bonnet.
Hias: "Look, their engine got too hot, too.."
Go on, now without a direct enemy, we continue racing. Deep, heavy sand, interrupted by hard acceleration
ripples, caused by the trucks.
Increasing engine temperature makes me reduce the speed more and more, until we decide to stop and have a
look. Stop at the side of the track. The big fan wobbles and squeaks, air flow near zero. A bottle of water
splashed ontp the radiator brings the heat down again by a lot.

Figure 9: Training ground Czarne. The small bumps are produced by the race trucks
The rest of the stage is not far anymore, keep up, we can change the fan in the camp again for the last stage.
We leave the open center space of czarne, the track runs through the woods again, the ground harder again, the
temperature does not rise this much anymore. But the fan dies slowly, the squeaking gets louder and louder.
Two kilometres to the finish of the first stage Anja and Edi stand at the side of the track, stranded with their
Discovery. Bonnet open, engine is not working anymore. Just two more easy kilometres on flat forest tracks.
Tow strap attached, we tow them to the finish. Two hard-battling Unimogs overtake us.
15km to the camp on roads, we tow that too. A quick look under the bonnet from Andre and he sees a lose cable
from the ignition. Just re-attach it and they are back in the race way before we are.
The Suzuki gets the large fan changed, again, the already two times fixed spare fan comes in again. Our second
spare fan has another size and does not fit. Quick, we have still one stage to go.
We change the fans direction for testing and move out.
On road, direction Miastko, refuel. On the way to the station we already see that the changed fan rotation was
not helpful in any way. So we change the plugs while refueling and go on.
Last stage of the year. About 70km through forests. Tight, enjoyable, no extreme sections. Only driving and
being fast. Any intention about going easy on the motor is dropped. Sadly the cooling system is still not
working at one hundred percent, still too much mud in the radiator and also the now built in fan is only
somehow working.
One little navigation mistake and one time takibg a corner too fast, extendig the race track to the roadside ditch
are the only events.
Apart from this, the last stage made a lot of fun. We fly on the track. With only 6 minutes after the fastest car in
our class, third best time, we show how fast our car can be.
Now we need to improve reliability, stay calm on the track, not to produce any stupid mistakes and we would
be really racing again.

Back to the camp on normal roads, there is a show finish with medals handed out.

Figure 12: Finish line.
In the evening some kind of prize giving ceremony, with respect to covid measures. We reached 11th place of
28 in the extreme open class. Not really glorious, but with the engine gone and a bad roll over on the first two
days a better result was out of reach. The missing stage on the second day brought lots of penalty time.
We have a sun downer at Roberts camp, really good burgers, cocktails, polka and interesting chats give a nice
finish to the rally.
Saturday we drive home.
Thanks to all people who engaged themselves to make this challenging and eventful week possible!
Especially to our great service team. Without you, nothing like this would have been possible!
Andre, Gerhard, Ingo, Max and Mäx, thank you!
Also big thanks to the rallye organization team, creating such a wonderful event. There is no better race for us!
And of course thanks to all who helped us on the track or in the camp!

